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Policy Statement

Manuscripts appearing in AAA journals are normally original papers that have not been published by the author(s) elsewhere. The availability of a previous version of a manuscript on a working paper series such as SSRN, or a conference website created to distribute papers to conference participants in advance of a conference does not constitute prior publication. A publicly available conference proceeding could represent a form of publication, however. A conference proceeding is the official record of a conference meeting consisting of a collection of documents in paper or electronic form, which corresponds to papers presented at the conference along with additional information such as title page, foreword, and other material that identifies the collection as a set or connected group.

Rationale

The publication in an AAA journal of a previously published manuscript is permitted only if the following criteria are met to the AAA journal Editor's satisfaction:

1. The author has retained the copyright to the previously published material,
2. The AAA journal Editor judges the submitted manuscript to contain substantially different material or significant clarification of the original material,
3. The AAA journal Editor judges there to be significant potential additional benefit to be gained from publication in the AAA journal.

Any potentially previously published versions of the manuscript should be disclosed upon submission in the cover correspondence to the AAA journal Editor, and should also be noted on the title page of the paper. The AAA journal Editor may request additional clarification and possibly also request additional clarification within the body of the manuscript, as circumstances dictate.